CASE STUDY
WATER MODELLING SOLUTIONS
AND DRYSIDE ENGINEERING
Combining Expertise to Deliver Exceptional Projects
Water Modelling Solutions (WMS) is a specialist
water engineering team with offices in Brisbane and
Melbourne. The business was founded in 2012 and
they engage in both private and public sector work.
They are leaders in flood modelling and client
focused solutions.
Dryside Engineering (DSE) is a new business with
offices in Melbourne and Adelaide, combining the
vast knowledge of engineers Ed Henty and Joe
Miller-Norman. They are stormwater problem solvers
and experts in the design and documentation of
stormwater management.
WMS and DSE recognised each other’s strengths
and knew that together they could offer clients
the best water engineering expertise available.

FLUIDITY AND FLEXIBILITY –
MOREE PLAINS FEASIBILITY STUDY
One of the main advantages of working together
is that communication and projects flow easily.
Ed Henty from DSE appreciates this aspect of working
with WMS. He says, “Projects ebb and flow as they
progress and an ability to ask for little add-ons here
and there, and for them to be done without fanfare
and quickly, really assists in delivering a quality
and timely outcome for our clients.”
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Julian Skipworth from WMS agrees, citing their recent
work on the Moree Plains Shire Council levee feasibility
study as a good example of how both businesses
are able to pivot and act quickly in changing
circumstances. He explains that in the middle of their
project, Moree experienced a very big flood event.
Julian says, “So Ed from Dryside was on the ground in
Moree and WMS was helping remotely to provide flood
information and flood intelligence during the event.”
He goes on to say, “I think Dryside and WMS are similar
in that we’re both quite flexible and easy to work with.
Nothing is ever really a problem. We’re both focused on
solving problems and making our clients’ lives easier.”
This flexibility was something Lila Fisher, Projects
and Development Manager with Moree Plains Shire
Council, appreciated. Referring to the flood event, she
says, “To have them (Julian and Ed) on the ball, in the
middle of the night basically, was brilliant service. And if
another flood event is predicted, I’ll be calling Julian to
be my ‘Phone a Friend’ type person for it. It’s not just a
job; it’s a passion for him.”

But even apart from the flood event, Lila
recognised how well WMS and DSE worked
as a team. She says, “Their attention to detail
and their willingness to get in and understand
the project as intimately, if not more intimately,
than locals on the ground was amazing.”

DESIGN EXPERTISE – JINDERA
AND WALLA WALLA FLOOD
MITIGATION PROJECT
WMS also finds the design expertise of DSE a huge
advantage when working on projects together. Blake
Boulton, Managing Director of WMS, states that, “Not
only are Ed and Joe highly efficient designers and project
managers, but Ed is also a Landscape Designer which
brings a unique and highly valuable perspective and skill
set to projects.”
One such job is the Jindera and Walla Walla Flood
Mitigation Design project being led by DSE. WMS is
looking after the modelling and benefit-cost analysis
for the project. Being able to work in tandem with DSE,
who are looking after all the civil design aspects, makes
it a smoother project.
Julian says, “DSE’s understanding of water related issues,
combined with their civil design skills, allowed for fast and
easy communication and decision making throughout the
project. No time was wasted on explaining the basics.”
Ed agrees saying, “WMS’ ability to quickly run the flood
model after enforced design changes meant we could
quickly confirm with the client that the intent of the
project was still met.”
This no doubt saved time and money for the client.

Lila was also impressed by how well WMS and DSE
understood their scope. It meant they could easily
identify where and when variations were needed.
And this also meant that the project stayed on track
so they could deliver what the original intent was.
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Concept Sketch of Jallara Park Detention Basin in Cairns

WORKING TOGETHER
The WMS and DSE partnership is a formidable one,
able to harness each team’s special expertise to
deliver client focused solutions. Clients get the best
technical skills in flood modelling from WMS and
Flood Mitigation/Waterway/WSUD design from
DSE. Ed says, “We work together as if we are one
team, not two companies.”
He goes on to explain the success criteria
that both DSE and WMS subscribe to saying,
“The key to the success of any project is knowing
what the end goal is and how best to use the
resources at hand to do so. Through an honest,
clear communication approach, our clients
understand the challenges and timelines which
are critical to plan and implement projects.”

Essentially, clients get the best of both worlds
when having WMS and DSE on their project.
That saves them time and money, as well
as delivering them the best solutions for
their problem.
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BRISBANE
+61 7 3252 7448
15/7 O’Connell Terrace
Bowen Hills QLD 4006
GPO Box 664, Brisbane QLD 4001

MELBOURNE
+61 3 9134 8886
Suite 15.14, 401 Docklands Drive
Docklands VIC 3008
PO Box 13064, Law Courts VIC 8010
www.watermodelling.com.au
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